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Abstract—Mobile users in an ultra-dense millimeter-wave
cellular network experience handover events more frequently
than in conventional networks, which results in increased service
interruption time and performance degradation due to blockages.
Multi-connectivity has been proposed to resolve this, and it also
extends the coverage of millimeter-wave communications. In this
paper, we propose a dual-connection based handover scheme for
mobile UEs in an environment where they are connected simul-
taneously with two millimeter-wave cells to overcome frequent
handover problems. This scheme allows a mobile UE to choose
its serving link between the two mmWave connections according
to the measured SINRs and then the corresponding base stations
may forward duplicate packets to the UE. We compare our dual-
connection based scheme with a conventional single-connection
based scheme through ns-3 simulation. The simulation results
show that the proposed scheme significantly reduces handover
rate and delay. Therefore, we argue that the dual-connection
based scheme helps mobile users achieve performance goals they
require in ultra-dense cellular environments.

Index Terms—multi-connectivity, ultra-dense networks,
millimeter-wave communication, secondary cell handover, ns-3
simulation

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing growth in mobile users and traffic demand

requires cellular network operators to provide high network

capacity [1]. As a promising technology in the fifth-generation

(5G), millimeter-wave (mmWave) communication provides

much higher data rate owing to its new spectrum bands with

a wider bandwidth. In particular, mmWave communication is

aggressively pushed ahead by exploiting 28 GHz band first

and then higher band [2]. However, mmWave signals have a

short transmission range and are vulnerable to blockages due

to the characteristics of mmWave propagation [3]. Specifically,

blockages due to buildings, forests, and people, etc. incur Non-

line-of-sight (NLOS) connections (i.e., multi-paths) between

a mmWave base station (BS) and a mobile user, which greatly

lower its signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) and degrade quality-of-

service (QoS) of the user. Hence, LOS connections are highly

desirable in mmWave communications.

To overcome blockage effects, multi-connectivity can be

exploited where a mobile user is simultaneously connected

to multiple BSs, which clearly increases the chance of LOS

connections [4]. However, multi-connections of a user to mul-

tiple BSs cause higher handover rate and consequently higher

network overhead [5], [6]. Specifically, the authors in [7] pro-

posed a mmWave secondary cell handover (SCH) scheme in

an LTE-mmWave dual-connectivity network, which basically

uses a single mmWave connection and an LTE connection. In

this scheme, a mmWave connection is switched to another

mmWave cell that provides a larger signal-to-interference-

plus-noise-ratio (SINR) after time-to-trigger (TTT). However,

even when dynamic TTT is adopted, if the BS density is very

high, a TTT based handover scheme increases handover rate

to maintain connectivity of the user with better SINR when

frequent connection changes occur.

In this paper, we propose a mmWave dual-connectivity

scheme that a user equipment (UE) is connected with two

mmWave BSs and an LTE BS. By utilizing the two mmWave

links in an ultra-dense network, we exploit spatial diversity

of the two links, which provides more robust and stable

connectivity in a dynamic wireless environment, especially

due to the characteristics of mmWave channels. Our proposal

helps to decrease handover rate in an ultra-dense cellular net-

work, which contributes to a significant reduction in network

control overhead. To support UE mobility under mmWave

dual-connectivity, we enhance the SCH scheme by triggering

handover according to the channel state between the UE and

mmWave BSs.

We compare our dual-connection based SCH scheme with

the single-connection based one through ns-3 simulation. Sim-

ulation results show that our scheme outperforms the single-

connection based scheme in terms of QoS, network overhead,

spectral efficiency, and TCP performance. To the best of our

knowledge, we are the first to evaluate the performance of a

mobile UE under mmWave dual-connectivity, and propose a

handover triggering algorithm suitable for a dynamic mmWave

cellular network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section

II summarizes the related work. Section III explains the

considered network, channel and propagation model. Section

IV presents our proposed SCH scheme under mmWave dual-

connectivity environments. Section V shows simulation results

and explains the advantages of the proposed scheme. We

conclude the paper in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

An ultra-dense network with very short inter-BS distance

and mmWave band operation has been investigated as a

promising deployment solution to meet 5G requirements [8],

[9]. Multi-connectivity in the ultra-dense mmWave network

achieves low session drop probability so that it provides robust

communication even when there exist heavy traffic and many
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blockages [10]. The authors in [11] presented that multi-

connectivity in mmWave cellular networks improves overall

network throughput compared to single-connectivity.

Through extensive ray tracing simulation using 3D urban

building data, they analyzed cell coverage and robustness in

mmWave urban cellular network, and revealed the necessity

of a multi-frequency heterogeneous mmWave network system

[12].

A mobility handling scheme with multi-connectivity would

be quite different from conventional schemes with single-

connectivity. Many recent studies mathematically analyzed

handover performance in ultra-dense networks [6], [13], [14].

In a network with separate control/user plane, the handover

probability was investigated in [6] and the analytic model

for handover signalling according to the UE’s velocity was

proposed in [13]. In [14], the handover rate in a multi-tier

heterogeneous network was analyzed.

These works focused only on link level analysis and did

not take into account the whole network level performance.

The authors in [7] conducted several network level simulations

using ns-3 and evaluated the performance of the SCH scheme

under a single-connection between a mmWave BS and a UE.

However, the single-connection in mmWave communication

cannot guarantee reliability and delay constraints because its

link quality can be severely degraded due to blockages and

UE mobility.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we describe the system model that we

consider.

A. Network Model

We take account of a downlink scenario where a UE is

connected with one master node (MN) and two secondary

nodes (SNs) simultaneously. Each BS operates as an MN

or SN according to its radio characteristics such as carrier

frequency as shown in Fig. 1. The MN is responsible for

forwarding data traffic from the core network to the two

SNs via wired links such as X2 interface and sends control

messages toward a UE. On the other hand, the SN works for

sending data traffic to a UE with the high data rate. Hence, we

assume that the MN uses the radio access technology (RAT)

of low carrier frequency such as LTE where its coverage is

much larger than that of an SN. The SN uses the RAT of the

high carrier frequency of mmWave whose data rate is higher

than that of the MN.

We assume that the MN covers the whole area we are

interested in. SNs are placed at regular intervals, where the

distance between the two neighboring SNs depends on the

network density. We assume that the two SNs providing dual-

connectivity of a UE have different carrier frequencies to avoid

inter-cell interference. The UE moves along the path among

SNs at a constant speed, maintaining its connectivity with two

neighbors SNs. Rectangular-shaped obstacles are scattered

randomly in a 2-dimensional plane to create blockages.

Fig. 1. An illustration of the system model. An MN covers the whole
area and SNs are placed at regular intervals. A UE moving at a
constant speed has a single-connection to an MN and connections
to two SNs simultaneously, and moves along the street among SNs.
Blockages are randomly scattered on 2-D plane.

B. Channel and Propagation Model

We use the mmWave channel model given in [15] for a

link between an SN and a UE, and the LTE channel model

for a link between an MN and a UE. In [15], the authors

provide a realistic assessment, including long-term and short-

term fading, for mmWave micro- and pico-cellular networks

in a densely deployed environment. We assume that mmWave

channel matrix, small scale fading and beamforming gain

models are the same as in [16].

In this paper, we use the following pathloss model

PL(d) [dB] = α+ β10 log
10
(d) + ξ , ξ ∼ N(0, σ2) (1)

where d is the distance between receiver and transmitter, σ2

is the lognormal shadowing variance, and α and β are the

parameters given in [17].

We measure channel quality in terms of SINR for serving

BS j and UE, which is computed as

SINRj,UE =

Pj,TX

PLj,UE
Gj,UE

∑
k 6=j Gk,UE

Pk,TX

PLk,UE
+Wtot ×N0

, (2)

where Pj,TX is the transmit power of BS j, Gj,UE is the

beamforming gain, PLj,UE is the pathloss between BS j and

UE, PLk,UE is pathloss between BS k and UE, and Wtot×N0

is the thermal noise. SINR values can be classified into three

categories: LOS, NLOS, and outage. The classified SINR is

used as a criterion for handover decision or path switching in

the proposed scheme.

IV. SECONDARY CELL HANDOVER SCHEME FOR

MULTI-CONNECTIVITY

Multi-connectivity in an ultra-dense network plays an im-

portant role in improving the performance of mobile users

in terms of throughput, handover rate, and network overhead

[6]. We consider mmWave dual-connectivity, where a UE is

connected with two mmWave SNs, while keeping a connection

to one MN. One is a serving SN, denoted as SNserve, and the

other is an idle SN, denoted as SNidle. We use only SNserve

for data transmission which has higher SINR value enough to
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Fig. 2. SN handover procedures.

meet service requirements, and the other mmWave link plays

a role for supporting the serving link intermittently. This leads

us to avoid discontinuity of data flow resulting from mmWave

channel dynamics and ensure a reliable connection. Swapping

the serving link happens when its SINR value is very low.

In our scheme, an MN forwards data traffic from the

core network to two SNs, and manages uplink or downlink

control signals toward a UE. The two SNs receive a sounding

reference signal (SRS) periodically from the UE that they

serve, and estimate their downlink channel state under the

assumption that channel reciprocity holds [16]. An MN con-

trols data traffic and makes handover decision according to

the channel state information.

There are some benefits of using dual mmWave connec-

tions. First, connecting with the two mmWave SNs enables

fast intra-RAT switching so that the MN can choose a

mmWave link to serve the UE between the two links without

incurring signalling overhead.

When the link of SNserve is in NLOS or outage, SNidle

serves the UE on behalf of SNserve by switching the data

path (not handover) without generating control messages. This

reduces the frequency of handover between the SNs and

service interruption time. Second, it makes SNserve avoid

suffering the buffer overflow problem or data loss in the Radio

Link Control (RLC) layer by forwarding RLC data to SNidle

via X2 interface.

In other words, when the SINR value of SNserve is abruptly

dropped by blockages, it may incur many packet losses

and retransmissions. If SNserve quickly perceives its SINR

dropping and forwards its buffered data through X2 interface

to SNidle with better link quality, the duration that the link

quality of the UE is bad will be reduced, which results in

preventing a lot of packet losses. Lastly, we apply a packet

duplication (PD) scheme for dual-connections, which makes

an MN forward the same data to both SNs to exploit diversity

gain. On the condition that the two mmWave links have

lower SINR values than a certain threshold value or they are

unstable, we would get the link diversity gain from the PD

scheme.

Since conventional handover schemes are based on single-

connectivity between the UE and a mmWave BS, and they

do not consider the frequent handover problem in ultra-dense

networks. Our dual-connection based handover scheme aims

to achieve high reliability and reduce service interruption time.

Dual-connection based handover procedures are shown in

Fig. 2, where Radio Resource Control (RRC) reconfiguration

messages are exchanged between the UE and MN to exploit

wide coverage of the MN unlike in [7].

Assuming that the MN obtains all channel information

between the UE and SNs by periodically receiving the link

state information from each SN, the MN makes all con-

trol decisions such as handover, path switching, and PD.

Algorithm 1 presents the decision-making procedures at the

MN for handover and path switching, which uses the SINR

values (SINRserve, SINRidle) reported by the SNserve and

SNidle.

Algorithm 1 Handover decision algorithm

1: while There is at least one connectable SN do
2: if SINRserve ≤ SINRth and SINRidle ≤ SINRth

then
3: Send the same packets to two SNs during HO

4: if SINR
target
serve ≤ SINR

target
idle

then

5: Handover to SN
target
idle

6: Forward the buffered data to SN
target
idle

7: else
8: Handover to SN

target
serve

9: end if
10: else if SINRserve ≤ SINRth and SINRidle > SINRth

then
11: Switch data forwarding path to SNidle

12: Forward the buffered data to SNidle

13: else if SINRserve > SINRth and SINRidle > SINRth

then
14: if SINRidle > SINRserve then
15: Switch data forwarding path to SNidle

16: end if
17: end if
18: end while

• The first case (lines 2 - 9) happens when the SINR values

of the two SNs are lower than a certain SINR threshold

value, SINRth. The MN makes handover decision if

there is a target SN that has a greater SINR value

than the threshold. The MN knows the SINRs of the

two candidates SNs (SN target
serve , SN

target
idle ) from SRS of

neighbor SNs. The MN compares the two target SINR

values (SINRtarget
serve , SINR

target
idle ) and selects the higher

one. If the selected one is SN
target
idle , SNserve forwards

the buffered data to SN
target
idle through X2 interface.

So only one SN from the two connected ones will be

changed. Because the SINR values of the two connected

links are expected to be very low, the packet delay would

be quite long during the handover event. So, whenever

a handover occurs, the MN sends the same data to both

SNs via X2 interfaces until all the handover procedures

are completed to avoid the long service interruption time.

• The second case (lines 10 - 12) deals with the case when

NLOS or outage occurs in the transmission link and the

other idle link has a higher SINR. In this case, the MN

knows the channel states and changes the data forwarding

path. The MN sends a control message to SNserve



to trigger the buffer forwarding to SNidle through X2

interface.

• The last case (lines 13 - 16) occurs when the SINR values

of the two connected SNs are high enough. The MN

selects one SN with a higher SINR and forwards data to

it via X2 interface.

In the above three cases, handover occurs only when the

SINR values of the two connected SNs are smaller than the

SINRth, which depends on QoS requirements of the UE.

Only one mmWave link is used for data transmission except

when handover occurs. Provided that the density of SNs is

very high, the handover frequency in our scheme would be

decreased, compared with that in a single-connection based

one. If the two links are in the outage and there is no candidate

link to support handover, the UE falls back to the MN, which

is the same as in [7].

Another important consideration in designing the handover

scheme is the selection of the TTT value that a UE should

wait until handover starts. If the mmWave signal is highly

attenuated during the TTT time, too many packet losses

occur, resulting in retransmissions. The TTT value affects

the frequency of handover a lot in single-connection based

schemes, whereas in our scheme it has limited impact on

handover rate because handover occurs according to the state

of the two links, not a single one. That is, even when the

TTT value is very low, unless both the SINR values of the

two links are less than SINRth, handover does not occur.

V. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

A. Simulation Settings and Scenario

We modified the uplink based initial access scheme (IA) of

NYU simulator [15] to make a UE simultaneous connections

with one MN and two SNs. The two SNs connected with

the UE use different mmWave carrier frequencies to avoid

inter-cell interference. While the UE is moving with dual

connections, it periodically tries to find its optimal beam

direction toward SNs. To this end, we developed a beam

alignment scheme suitable for dual connections. Fig. 3 shows

the user-plane protocol model in ns-3 that supports dual

connections. We added all the control procedures related to

handover and data path switching into RRC classes in MN

and UE. The network device of the UE is equipped with the

protocol stacks corresponding to two SNs and one MN, and

all data traffic received from each RLC layer is aggregated

at the Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP) class in the

UE.

The parameters we used in the simulation are based on

realistic system design and summarized in Table I. Low carrier

frequency is employed at the MN while ultra high carrier fre-

quency at SNs because the MN’s coverage is much larger than

that of an SN, ensuring stable signalling message exchange

with the UE. Specifically, LTE and mmWave protocols are

installed at the MN and SNs, respectively. We consider UDP

and RLC AM protocols to remove unnecessary delay and to

ensure transmission reliability. Considering the coverage of a
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Fig. 3. User-plane protocol model in ns-3 simulator supporting dual-
connectivity.

mmWave BS [12], we emulate the deployment of mmWave

BSs in a dense urban region, where six BSs are located in an

area of 100× 100 m2, setting the inter-BS distance as 50 m.

The UE moves along the street between mmWave BSs at a

constant speed of 10 m/s. Small blockages indicating humans,

trees, vehicles, etc., are randomly scattered to make mmWave

channels more dynamic. They have rectangular shapes with

their widths uniformly distributed between 1.0 and 2.0 m.

TABLE I
Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

mmWave BS TX power (dBm) 30
mmWave bandwidth (MHz) 1000

mmWave BS antenna configuration 8× 8 ULA
UE antenna configuration 4× 4 ULA

Inter-BS distance (m) 50
RLC mode RLC AM

RLC buffer size (MB) 100
LTE bandwidth (MHz) 20

UE speed (m/s) 10
LTE downlink carrier frequency (GHz) 2.1

X2 link delay (ms) 1.0
file size for downloading (MB) 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 200
file transmission interval (ms) 120

blockage size (m) x, y dimensions ∈ (1.0, 2.0)
blockage density (blockages/km2 ) 1000, 2000, 4000, 6000

TTT (ms) 20
SINRth (dB) 20

For comparison, we consider the single-connection based

scheme that has connections to one MN and one SN in

[7]. To evaluate the benefits of using dual-connection over

single-connection, we simulate a file download scenario and

use performance metrics of file download completion time,

handover rate, file download failure ratio, and TCP throughput.

In the simulation, the serving SN periodically sends a fixed

sized file to the UE with the interval of 120 ms.

B. Simulation Results and Discussions

We measured file download completion time according to

the file size as shown in Fig. 4. We observe that the dual-

connection based scheme achieves smaller download comple-

tion time by reducing the number of outlier points, which



Fig. 4. File download completion time with 4,000 blockages/km2 .

can be interpreted as service interruption events. From these

results, we noticed that utilizing an additional mmWave link

improves QoS performance. In particular, when the file size is

very large as much as 100 or 200 Mbytes, the file download

time using single-connection is much longer than that of using

dual-connection, which means that large file transmission on

single-connection is unlikely to guarantee QoS. In the dual-

connection based scheme, there are a few service interruption

events. The reason is that channel state information reported

from SNs may not always help to estimate link state perfectly.

Note that received SINR values may change a lot after SRS

reporting since the wireless environment is dynamic.

We evaluate handover rate and transmission reliability under

different blockage densities. We define the handover rate as

the total number of handover trials divided by the whole

simulation time. Although the BS density is high, under high

blockage density, it would be difficult to maintain a stable

connection between the UE and BS due to frequent handovers,

resulting in falling back to the MN. If we have an extra link,

we can exploit spatial diversity and reduce control signalling

overhead caused by handover or falling back. Fig. 5 shows

the handover rate for single- and dual-connection. Our dual-

connection based scheme remarkably reduces the number

of handovers and accordingly overall network overhead. We

observe that the UE does not experience handover when the

blockage density is below 1000 blockages/km2, i.e., very

low. In this case, switching the data path between the two

connected links is enough.

To see transmission reliability, we take into account the file

download failure ratio, which is defined as the number of file

download failures divided by that of total file transmissions. A

delay constraint is given to assess whether a file is successfully

downloaded or not. If the file does not arrive within the delay

constraint, it is regarded as a transmission failure. Fig. 6

shows the file download failure ratio when blockage density

varies, and indicates that the dual-connection scheme achieves

reliable file transmission. However, like the single connection

scheme, the dual-connection scheme doesn’t guarantee high

reliability either when the blockage density is high. This is

because, even if we utilize two mmWave connections, under

Fig. 5. Handover rate with the transmission file size of 1 Mbyte.

Fig. 6. File download failure ratio.

high blockage density, handover or falling back events occur

frequently.

Lastly, we assess TCP (NewReno) performance in the

same scenario and simulation settings; the UE moves up

and down with constant speed under the blockage density

of 4000 blockages/km2. A remote server sends data to the

UE with rate 200 Mbps during the simulation time, and the

PDCP reordering function is enabled for aggregating packets

from the two paths. Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) show that our dual-

connection based scheme outperforms the single-connection

based one in terms of TCP throughput and CWND (congestion

window) variation. This is because the proposed scheme

successfully reduces both service interruption time and packet

losses caused by frequent handover events.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a handover scheme that considers

dual-connectivity in the mmWave band, and evaluated its per-

formance through ns-3 simulation. For doing this, we modified

the mmWave ns-3 modules that have been implemented by

NYU. Our handover scheme considers the case that a UE

is connected to two mmWave BSs and one LTE BS. In

the simulation, we compared the performance of the dual-

connection based scheme with that of the single-connection



(a) CWND variation

(b) Throughput

Fig. 7. TCP performance comparison

based one, in terms of file download time, hand over rate, file

download failure ratio, and TCP throughput.

When it comes to the use of radio resource, the dual-

connection based scheme utilizes twice as many controlling

signals as a single-connection based scheme to keep constant

connections with a UE. However, our scheme achieves a

more robust and stable performance compared to conventional

single-connection based handover scheme although there are

overheads of keeping the dual-connection with a UE.

Our scheme shows more reduced and less fluctuating down-

load completion time according to the file size, compared to

the single connection based scheme. By varying the blockage

density, we observed the handover rate and download failure

ratio. Our scheme shows significantly lowered handover rate

and download failure ratio, resulting in much better reliability.

Lastly, we observed our handover scheme achieves very

much improved TCP performance in terms of throughput and

CWND variation.
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